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IN THE SUPREME COURT
OF THE NORTHERN TERRITORY OF AUSTRALIA

No.231 of 1985
 





BETWEEN:
TNT BULKSHIPS LIMITED
Plaintiff
AND:

RICHARD SPENSER HOPKINS
First Defendant and:
INTERSTATE CONSTRUCTIONS PTY LIMITED

Second Defendant


CORAM: Kearney J.



REASONS FOR DECISION
(delivered 24 November 1989)

I rule today on an application under Order 64 Rule 67 of the repealed Rules to review the taxation of the plaintiff's Bill of Costs filed on 31 March 1988. It is common ground that when Order 63, the provision for costs in the new Rules,  was brought into force on 1 February 1988, the repealed Rules continued to apply to applications  such as this, under transitional Rule 3 of Regulations No.l of 1988.










The background to the application


The plaintiff (herein TNT) recovered judgment in this action on 17 December 1987. The Court ordered that the second defendant (herein Interstate) pay costs as taxed or agreed. In due course TNT lodged its Bill of Costs for taxation. On 24 February 1989 the Master as taxing officer upheld submissions by Interstate and disallowed all of the itens in the Bill. On 7 September he reviewed and affirmed that decision. Hence this application under Order 64 Rule
67.	I turn first to the decision of 24 February.



	The Master's decision of 24 February 1989



The various papers filed in Court on behalf of TNT in this action were filed by Messrs Ward Keller (herein WK), a firm of Northern Territory solicitors, "as agents for" Dawscn Waldron (herein Dawsons) a firm of Sydney solicitors; belm,· Dawsons' name appeared the words "Solicitors for the Plaintiff". As will later appear, this nomenclature is completely wrong, and constitutes a carry-over of a practice which should have ceased 15 years ago. A legal practitioner in the Territory must not wilfully and knowingly act as sub-agent for an unqualified person, as Dawsons were in this case, in any action in this Court; the agency referred to in s.136(2)(d) of the Legal Practitioners Act does not

encompass such work. I should add that examination of the Court papers in this action shows WK.described on several occasions as "Solicitor for the Plaintiff". It is correct, in my view, to treat WK exclusively as the solicitors on the record for TNT; with the consequence, as Pring J put it in Ex parte Browne (1913) 13 SR(NSW) 593 at p.597 that that firm are the only solicitors "whom the court will recognize as the solicitor(s) acting in the case", so far as professional responsibilities are concerned. The law in the Territory requires that the solicitor on the record in circumstances such as obtained here be responsible for the carriage of the action; he must of course be entitled to practise in this jurisdiction.

Interstate submitted that Dawsons in fact had the conduct of the action throughout as principal solicitors for TNT, and WK's actual role was as Dawsons' Northern Territory agent. In Interstate's submission, Dawsons' proper role in the litigation should have been as Sydney agent for WK, who should have been principal solicitors in the action for TNT; that submission is quite correct. The Master noted that in the end it was not disputed that Dawsons had been the principal solicitors for TNT in the action, and WK its Territory agent; or, more importantly, that Dawsons had "carried out the bulk of the [legal] work" therein, and had the "carriage of the action", including the briefing of counsel. This was a vital admission by TNT; it determines the outcome.
:,





The plaintiff's Bill of Costs was in two parts. The first part covered legal work in the action carried out by WK who therein described themselves as "Solicitors for the plaintiff". The Bill listed 60 items of work they carried out between 16 April 1985 and 17 December 1987, and claimed professional costs of $606 and disbursements of $1.24 and
$90,162.05, the last item being described as "Sydney Agent's Fees".

The second part of the Bill is headed "Plaintiff's Sydney agent's Bill of Costs for taxation"; Dawsons is therein designated as "Plaintiff's Sydney Agent". That nomenclature reflects the arrangements as they should have been. The Master held that if Dawsons were in fact TNT's principal solicitors in the action- as was ultimately
...admitted before
designation	in
 him the
 to	be	the	case	their	different   Bill		of	Costs	did not and could not
affect that position. That is clearly correct. The Master considered that the legal work carried out by Dawsons in the preparation of TNT's case was "comprehensive", and constituted "the bulk of the work done by solicitors". This is borne out by the Bill of Costs. Dawsons' Bill listed 104 items, and claimed professional costs of $15,657.84 and disbursements of $75,587.24, the last item comprising counsels' fees of $52,707, hotel accommodation in Darwin for counsel and the Sydney sol_icitors of $9,040, and the costs of motor vehicles, telexes, courier fees and trunk calls.

: '





'
The amount claimed by Dawsons was about 99% of the total Bill of Costs. The items claimed showed clearly that, apart from counsel, the litigation was in fact conducted by two solicitors with Dawsons, Messrs Davis and Conley. Mr Davis had been admitted to practise as a legal practitioner in the Territory at all relevant times, but held no Territory practising certificate; he was  a partner  in  Dawsons.  Mr Conley had never been admitted to practise as a legal practitioner in the Territory. Clearly, Mr Conley was not a "legal practitioner" within the definition of s.6 of that term in the Act at the relevant times; Mr Davis, however, fell within that definition, for the purposes of Part IV of the Act.



	The submissions on s.22(4) of the Act



Interstate's  primary  submission  was  that  since Mr Davis had no certificate to practise law in the Territory and Mr Conley was not even a legal practitioner in the Territory, the effect of s.22(4) of the Act was that TNT was not entitled to recover costs (including counsels' fees) for the legal work carried out for it by its  principal solicitors Dawsons, anywhere, in the action. Section  22(4) is in Part IV of the Act. It provides:-

"A	legal practitioner is not entitled to recover any costs or disbursements in respect of any	work	of	a

professional nature done by him as a legal practitioner if, at the time at which the work was done, he was not the holder of a current unrestricted
practising certificate or restricted certificate class 2."


Interstate further submitted that since in this action WK acted only as agent for Dawsons, TNT's right to recover the costs from Interstate for legal work WK had carried out for TNT as Dawsons' agent in the action, was totally dependent on WK's principal's (Dawsons') right to recover those costs from TNT; and since, as Interstate submitted, Dawsons could not do so (for the same reason that Dawsons could not recover their profit costs from TNT), TNT could not recover WK's costs from Interstate.

TNT	on		the	other hand submitted that the effect of s.22(4) of the Act was only that a	legal	practitioner		who fell	within its scope - that is, in terms of the definition of "legal practitioner" in s.6 of the Act,		a	person		whose name	was on the Roll of Legal Practitioners but "who lacked a	practising		certificate"		could	not			recover			his professional costs from his own client.	That is to say, the submission was that s.22(4)	was		concerned			only		with		the legal		practitioner-own	client	relationship, and created a defence on which only the legal	practitioner's	own	client could		rely		when	sued by him; a third party such as Interstate could not rely on s.22(_4). In TNT's submission, s.22(4) of the Act did not preclude a successful plaintiff

from recovering on taxation costs and disbursements it had properly incurred for legal work done by a  legal practitioner it had retained, even though that practitioner did not have a current practising certificate. There is an inherent problem with this proposition, articulated by the Master at pp.12-13 below, arising from the indemnity nature of an award of costs.


For this proposition TNT relied on what was said by the Divisional Court in Fowler v Monmouthshire Railway and Canal Company (1879) 4 QBD 334. It submitted  that  the actual    decision     in   that   case   was   correct  but
distinguishable, in that it turned on specific words in s.12
of	the		Solicitors Act 1874 (Imp.) which provided that fees etc. for legal work	done		by		an	uncertificated		solicitor could		not	be recovered "in any action ... by any person or persons whomsoever" (emphasis mine).			The		Court	held	that the		effect		of these words was that the successful party to an action, whose solicitor			was	uncertificated,	could		not recover		the			costs	and	disbursements	he	had incurred by employing that solicitor, from the party		otherwise		liable. Their		Lordships	considered		that		these words extended the prohibition in an earlier Act, s-.2.6.			of ·the Solicitors Act 1843 (Imp.), which had been held .. tp prohibit only the uncertificated solicitor from recovering his costs from his client. TNT submitted that the wording of the prohibition in the Solicitors Act 1874 _(l;n)p.) was quite different from
. '
,


= -..ording	of	s.22(4)	of	the	Act,	which had the same
:PE?-   g and effect as the more limited prohibition	in	s.26
== -'-.;- Solicitors Act 1843 (Imp.); I accept this submission.


I	consider	that	s.22(4)	in terms prevents a legal
::=--=-=-=-=- tioner as defined in the Act from suing his client for
.::..:..s   professional  fees and  expenses  if he did not hold a
:==::ising certificate when he carried out the legal work in
=c-...=s:::.on;   in  those  circumstances,  the uncertificated
::=a=::itioner has no remedy against his client for  the  debt
::-w     him  by  his client, i.e. his costs.  The question is,
::::es  this disability of the solicitor  affect  his client's
=Ls :: to recover costs against the unsuccessful party?


In	TNT's	submission,	relying on In re Jones (1869)
-·-·· 9 Eq. 63 and In re Hope (1872) L.R. 7 Ch. 766, the ce=isions  on  s.26  of  the Solicitors Act 1843 (Imp.),
=e=e=ed to in Fowler (supra), s.22(4) should be limited	to
:e:=c:::...:..bi ting only the uncertificated solicitor from
=e::c7ering  his costs from his own client, and does not	have
._t_e consequence that that (successful) client is thereby
::=o  bited  from  recovering   those   costs   against   the c sc::::essful party. I turn to examine these two decisions, tc see the extent to which they support that submission.
9




	The decision in In re Jones




In re Jones	(supra)	involved	an solicitor-own	client taxation sought by the
 
uncertificated client who had
agreed to pay what was found to be	due	on	that	taxation.
Lord Romilly MR held that s.26 of the Solicitors Act 1843 (Imp.) did not extinguish the client's debt to his uncertificated solicitor for the costs of legal work the solicitor had carried out for him; it extinguished only the solicitor's remedy (to sue the client for his costs). Accordingly, as here the solicitor was not suing (the client having sought the taxation, and undertaken to pay what should be found due thereon) the items charged by the solicitor for his costs were held to be taxable.

The Master of the Rolls referred to Fullalove v Parker (1862) 31 L.J. (C.P.) 239 a case where a successful plaintiff faced a contention that his legal costs should not be allowed on taxation, because his attorney was unqualified. This was the same type of consequential issue as arose in this case; that is, what is the consequence for the client's power to recover, the prohibition in the statute on his (uncertificated) solicitor's power being clear. It was there held that the objection that the attorney was not qualified had to be taken when the bill was taxed; since this had not been done it was too late for the defendant to take the point later, and the plaintiff

•


therefore succeeded. So the question did not have to be answered. However, Willes J went on to observe at p.240:-

"If the attorney is really uncertificated, he is not entitled to recover any costs; nor is the plaintiff entitled to recover such costs from the defendant [except monies he had already advanced to his attorney]" (emphasis mine).


This consequential disentitlement of the client accords with principle; see the Master's observations cited at pp.12-13 below. Both Willes and Byles JJ explained the exception relating to monies already paid on the basis that the plaintiff had no right to recover back monies he had advanced to his solicitor for costs, "the attorney, though uncertificated, [being] entitled to retain the money so advanced". Two points may be noted: First, In re Jones (supra) is distinguishable from the present case, in that it was concerned only with a solicitor-own client taxation; its utility is its interpretation of the prohibition as being in the nature of a barring of the remedy. Second, what
Willes J said in Fullalove v Parker (supra), though dicta, supports the general thrust of Interstate's submission, rather than TNT's. That is to say, a provision such as s.22(4) of the Act has the secondary or consequentiai effect that a successful plaintiff cannot recover the costs of his uncertificated solicitor from he defendant, except as to monies he has already paid to that solicitor on account of
his	costs	in	the	action. likely to be very important.
 In practice, the exception is


10


	The decision in In re Hope




The report of In re Hope (supra) is very brief. A client applied to have his own solicitor Mr Hope tax his Bill of Costs. Mr Hope unsuccessfully resisted that application, and costs were awarded against him. He was an ordinary unsuccessful litigant, for present purposes. On the taxation of the costs of the application Mr Hope contended that because his former client's (new) solicitor was uncertificated when the application was made, he did not have to pay those costs. The parallel with the present ca?e is clear. The point eventually came before the Court of Appeal in Chancery. Importantly, the hearing proceeded on the factual basis that the client had already paid the new solicitor his costs. Mr Hope's submission was rejected. Their Lordships considered that "the case was governed by the decision in In re Jones" (supra), apparently because since the new solicitor's costs had already been paid by the client the case fell within the exception mentioned by Willes J. Their Lordships said at p.767:-

"No doubt [the client] might have refused to pay [his uncertificated solicitor] the costs incurred, but he was bound in honour to pay them and if he had done so
     he had a right to recover them from the person who had been ordered to pay." (emphasis mine)


The decision is directly in point; as I indicated earlier, I consider that s.22(4) of the Act is	similar	in	effect	to

11
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s.26 of the Solicitors Act 1843 (Imp.), the subject of In re Hope (supra). It may be thought that for the recovery of costs from an unsuccessful party to turn on whether or not the  successful  party  had  actually   already   paid his
(uncertificated)	solicitor	by	way	of advance against his
costs, which is the usual practice, is hardly satisfactory; a short reflection points to the justice of it. In any event, that is the law, as far as concerns s.22(4) of the Act. It may be that consideration should be given to recasting s.22(4) of the Act along the lines of, for example, s.25 of the Solicitors Act 1974 {Imp.).

I note the observation by the Master at p.7 of his reasons of 24 February 1989, in commenting on the decision in Fowler {supra), viz:-

"It seems to me that their Honours in that case failed to give full consideration to the extent of their ruling inasmuch as it is clear that, if a solicitor cannot recover from his client, then there are no costs to be recovered from any party to a proceeding required to indemnify that client. A litigant, ,.-hen absolved for any reason from paying those costs to his solicitor, has no costs to recover, {see Carson v Pickersgill & Sons (1885) 14 QBD 859). A litigant cannot make a profit out. of costs. So, where a solicitor cannot recover costs from the litigant, that litigant cannot recover costs from the other party, {Re Sweeting (1898) 1 Ch 268 at pp.272-3; Browne v Barber (1913) 2 KB 553 at 580.

In Oliver on the "Law of Costs" the learned author at page 1 says '... where a judgment or order provides for the payment of costs to a party by another party,
..• such costs do not belong to the solicitor; they are the property of the client and are given to him as an indemnity or partial indemnity against the costs he has incurred in the proceedings.'
,,






So it is clear that, nothing against which Sainsbury (1910) l Pickersgill (supra)."
 
if a party pays no costs he has to be indemnified, (Gundry -v KB 645); see also Carson v (emphasis mine)


I agree with this general statement of the law. In re Hope (supra) shows that the position is different if the client
has already paid monies to his unqualified solicitor on account of his costs of the action. Those monies can be recovered on taxation.



The Master concluded:-


"I am satisfied that section 22(4) of the Legal Practitioners Act is not a provision, as submitted by the plaintiff, which 'entitles legal practitioners with particular types of practising certificates to recover their own costs and disbursements'. The section is clearly designed to prevent a practitioner, who does not hold a practising certificate, from recovering costs and disbursements.
Therefore, neither Davis nor Conley are entitled to recover costs and disbursements from their client. It follows that, if they are not, neither is Dawsons. It follows further that, if the plaintiff pays no costs to its solicitors in respect of work done by them, there is nothing against which the plaintiff is to be indemnified."


I respectfully agree with the first paragraph of this conclusion. As to the second, I consider that both Messrs Davis and Conley are not entitled to recover costs and disbursements for professional work they carried out in this Territory litigation, but Mr Conley's disentitlement does
. '





not flow from s.22(4).  If TNT has paid nothing to Dawsons by way of its costs for this litigation, TNT has nothing to recover in that regard from Interstate on taxation, since Dawsons are not entitled to recover from TNT. I consider, however, on the basis of In re Hope (supra) that s.22(4) of the  Act  does  not  prohibit  TNT  from   recovering   from
Interstate	on	taxation	advances	it	has	already paid to
Dawsons on account of their proper costs and disbursements in this litigation.



	The significance of the decision in Australian Dredging



Relying		on	Minister for Works v Australian Dredging and General Works Pty Ltd			(1986)		WAR		235, Interstate also submitted that since neither Messrs Davis	nor		Conley	held practising	certificates		they		(and	thus Dawsons) were not entitled to recover for professional legal work performed in the	ccnduct		of		litigation		before	this Court, since they lacked a right of audience before it.		(It		also	submitted that		both	counsels' fees and the costs of WK were properly viewed as disbursements	payable		by	Dawsons		as	principal solicitors with the carriage of the action, and could not be recovered by Dawsons for the same reason that they could not recover	their	own		profit	costs.)	In Australian Dredging (supra) the company retained Victorian solicitors and


. '





counsel to appear in an arbitration in Western Australia; neither the counsel nor the solicitors were admitted to practise in that State. (In the present case, the plaintiff's counsel were both entitled to practise as barristers in the Northern Territory, while Mr Davis was a practitioner, though uncertificated.) Most of the work in "getting up" the case was done by that legal team in Victoria; the Victorian solicitors were clearly acting as principal solicitors and not as agents for Western Australian solicitors, whose services were in fact engaged just the day before the hearing began though they were described in the Bill of Costs as "principals". The company succeeded in the arbitration and the Minister was ordered to pay costs. The company's Bill of Costs included items for counsels' fees as paid and for the professional costs of the Victorian solicitors in getting up the case. Whether the company could recover those amounts on taxation was the substance of the question before the Court of Appeal. (The
costs of the Western Australian solicitors were not in issue; Kennedy J at p.243 clearly considered they were payable.) The Minister relied on two grounds to support his submission that the company could not recover those two items of costs.

The first ground was that the Legal Practitioners Act 1893 (WA) prohibited the carrying on of legal work by a person other than a certificated practitioner; all the
;,





Judges found it unnecessary to decide the case upon that ground, though Wallace J (at p.241) appeared to accept that the prohibition in s.77 of that Act had been breached. There was nothing in the Western Australian Act
corresponding to s.22(4) of the Act.
 Section	76	provided
that	only certificated practitioners could act in all legal

proceedings	in	court,	and	s.77
 provided	that	only
certificated practitioners could engage in legal business.


The Court upheld the Minister's second ground that the taxable items in the Rules allowing for "counsel fees" and •getting up the case for trial" were confined to fees payable to counsel who had a right of audience before the Court, and to fees of solicitors who were certificated practitioners. Kennedy J added, at p.242:-

"Furthermore, I do not consider that the respondent can rely upon o 66, r 19 [which in general provided that payments and expenses necessary in the conduct of the litiga ion were allowable] and seek to have agency charges specially allowed, because it is abundantly clear that the Victorian solicitors were acting throughout as principals and not as agents. The proposed bill of costs indicates that it was the Victorian solicitors who had instructions from the respondent to institute proceedings. The instructions for brief were also given to the Victorian solicitors, and it would seem that the great bulk of the work was performed prior to the date upon which the Western Australian solicitors, who were described in the bill as principals, were initially instructed. They appear not to have been instructed until 8 November 1981, which was apparently the day prior to the first day of hearing and almost two years after the initial instructions were given to the Melbourne solicitors."
17


It can be seen that the decision in Australian Dredging turned upon the interpretation of certain terms in the costs Rules. I have not been referred to any corresponding provisions in the Territory Rules.



	Other matters



The Master then considered the question whether there was any other basis on which TNT could recover on taxation the costs payable to \,,'J< for its legal work, WK being sub-agent for TNT's solicitors, Dawsons. He considered that there was no privity of contract between TNT and its sub-agent WK; hence TNT was not liable to WK for the latter's fees, for which Dawsons was solely responsible. I agree with that conclusion. It followed from the effect of s.22(4) on Dc:wsons' ability to "bill" TNT, that TNT could net recover those fees from Interstate on taxation. As to this conclusion, I observe that if Dawsons had already paid the costs of WY. and had received monies frok TNT in reir.bursement of these costs, or had simply received monies fror.-, TNT on account of WK's costs, s.22(4) of the Act did not prohibit TNT from recovering from Interstate those monies it had paid, on taxation - see In re Hope (supra).

The Master concluded that he had no power to allow on taxation the costs and dis sements of either Dawsons or



WK; that is to say, TNT had no recoverable costs. It follows from what I have stated above, that I consider that such a conclusion cannot be drawn until it is ascertained whether TNT paid Dawsons (or WK) monies on account of costs and disbursements relating to this litigation. If it did not, the Master is correct. If it paid such monies, the Bill of Costs is taxable to the extent of the items covered by those payments, and to the extent of the monies paid.



	The request to reconsider



TNT asked the Master to reconsider his decision, under Rule 63.55(1). In addition, or perhaps as an alternative to its earlier submissions, it now contended that WK were its solicitors in the action and, as solicitors on the record, its principal solicitors. In view of what was admitted to be the real situation, this was a submission to proceed upon a fictional basis for taxing purposes. I said earlier that WK should be regarded as on the court record as solicitors for TNT.

TNT also submitted that s.22(4) of the Act did not have extra-territorial effect, and therefore did not preclude Dawsons from charging TNT for legal work performed in New South Wales, in preparing TNT's case in the Territory action, as that was work for which Dawsons was authorized to
.·,





charge under New South Wales legislation. The submission was that the prohibition in s.22(4) related only to legal work done by uncertificated practitioners, while in the Territory.

In grappling with these new submissions Interstate contended that the proper law of the contract of retainer between TNT and Dawsons was the law of the Northern Territory; it was that law and thus s.22(4) of the Act, which governed the question whether Dawsons could recover its fees, and so no question whether the Act operated extra-territorially  arose  for  consideration.    It also
contended	that since WK were in fact sub-agents of Dawsons,
WK could not be treated as TNT's principal solicitors in the action, in place of Dawsons.

The	Master	reconsidered	his	February	decision on
7 September 1989.	I turn to his September decision.



	The Master's reasons of 7 September 1989



At p.6 of his reasons for his reconsidered decision of 7 September 1989, the Master said:-


"There	is	no	evidence	of terms of the contract between (the	Contract), but the Bill that the plaintiff instructed
 
what precisely the	plaintiff of Costs makes Dawsons	to
 
were the and	WK it clear prosecute

the	action and Dawsons retained WK as their agents.• (emphasis mine).


It is clear, I think, that the reference in this extract to "WK" was a simple error, and the Master intended to refer to "Dawsons" That this is so appears from the  later discussion  relating  to the "proper law of the Contract".
The contract which the Master had in mind in that discussion was "the Contract ... for Dawsons to represent the plaintiff in legal proceedings" (p.7). The Master held (at p.8) that the proper law of that contract was Northern Territory law, and so s.22(4) of the Act applied; and accordingly the plaintiff's  argument  that  the  Act  did  not have extra-
territorial effect was simply misdirected, in the circumstances.

The Master rejected (p.9) TNT's submission "that s.22(4) cannot apply to Mr Conley because he was never a legal practitioner", on the ground that to accept that submission would mean that a person who did not hold a practising certificate (not having been a legal practitioner in the first place) "is nevertheless entitled to recover costs in the Territory" (p.9). The Master considered that an interpretation of s.22(4) which had that result was absurd. He identified the mischief at which s.22(4) was directed as "the very situation which has occurred here", namely:-
-	..





	•.• that persons, not qualified (within of the Act) to practise in the Territory, so and recover fees.• (p.9)

 the meaning should	do



With respect, I do not accept this analysis; a person who is not a "legal practitioner" within the definition of  that term in the Act cannot recover professional legal costs, because he cannot lawfully practise law in  the  Territory. He cannot charge for activity which it is not lawful for him to carry on. Section 22(4) is directed specifically at a person who is a legal practitioner but who lacks a practising certificate; Mr Conley was not in that category, while Mr Davis was.

The Master distinguished McCullie v Butler (1962) 2 QB 309 and rejected TNT's submission that WK as  solicitors on the record should ipso facto be treated by the Court as "the principal solicitors". He considered that applying the general law of agency, which governed their contractual relationship, to the facts of the case, Dawsons were TNT's principal solicitors in this litigation, and WK their agent and solicitors on the record. He observed that while an English country solicitor, as opposed to his London agent, was treated in England as the principal solicitor  in relation to the client, the Supreme Court Practice (Eng.) (1985) volume 2 at para.3883 stated:-

"	in regard to other	parties	in	an	action	the London agent is the solicitor of the client, with the
·,'I<	•






general authority of a solicitor over the procedure, including authority to compromise {Re Newen [1903] l Ch 812) to give consent (Withers v Parkes (1860) 5 H  & N 725) and to grant indulgences - except that his
authority	is	limited	by	the	authority	of	hls
principal, the country solicitor,	and	the
instructions of the client."	(emphasis mine)


He cited Cordery on Solicitors (8th ed.) at p.279	to similar effect:-

"In relation to the opposite side and to third parties, the London agent whose name is on the record, is treated as the solicitor in the action, and as such he is liable for costs occasioned by misconduct on the part of the country solicitor. The agent has power to waive irregularities, grant indulgence, give consent, or compromise, and otherwise bind the client in the ordinary course, and documents are generally produced at the agent's office. But the agent's authority is limited by the authority of and in accordance with the directions of his immediate principal, the country solicitor, and he cannot go beyond them, nor take any steps in a cause after his authority is revoked." (emphasis mine)


I consider that the relationship between a foreign solicitor and a Territory solicitor is not the same as that existing between two Territory solicitors; see RE Lamrock, Brown and Hall (1908) VLR 238. In  that  case  a  firm  of Vic orian solicitors had employed a firm of English solicitors to apply for special leave to the Privy Council. As to their charges, Cussen J considered at p.254:-


"I think the  proper  conclusion  is  that the charges of the English solicitors were not taxed as part of the bill, but were moderated as if they had been charges made by a commission agent. It was said
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tjlat it had been decided in England that the charges of a London agent should be included in detail as part of the bill of a country solicitor. This may be so, the principle being that in such a case there is no privity between the client and the London solicitor, who, so far as the client is concerned, may be regarded as acting as the clerk for the solicitor actually employed. Those cases have, I think, little or no bearing on the present matter. In the first place, I doubt whether, the client having provided the moneys to pay the costs in London, there was not privity. Secondly, the relation between a solicitor in Australia and a solicitor in London is very different from that existing between a country solicitor and his London agent: cf. Hyndman v Ward [1809] 15 TLR 182; and thirdly, the charge of the English solicitor was not included in the bill at all, and was included in the cash account only as a lump sum. A solicitor, if he wishes a charge to be allowed, must give details so as to enable his claim to be dissected, and taxation to be had." (emphasis mine)


The Master concluded that the principal solicitor need not necessarily be the solicitor on the record. I respectfully agree, provided that both solicitors, principal and agent, are entitled to practise within the jurisdiction. The "principal solicitor" is simply the solicitor directly retained by the client for the purpose of the litigation in question; their relationship is that f solicitor-agent and client-principal. An interstate solicitor,- entitled to practise in the Territory, retained by a client to conduct litigation in this Court, will usually in turn retain a Dan.•in solicitor as his agent. This is done as a practical matter flowing from requirements in the Rules that a party to litigation have an address for service close to the
court;	see,	for	example, the current Rule 6.05.	(To have
.. .





obtained a practising certificate, the interstate solicitor must have an .address in the Territory at which he practises; see s.23(a) of the Act.) Ex hypothesi, both principal solicitor and agent have the right to practise in the Territory; both are subject to the discipline of the Act and this Court. The position is quite different where an interstate solicitor, who lacks the right to practise in the Territory, is retained by a client who wishes to conduct litigation in the Territory. The  interstate  solicitor cannot be the solicitor on the record, as he cannot practise law in the Territory.  He cannot  legitimately,  therefore, a principal solicitor engage a Territory solicitor as his agent, for the purpose of conducting the litigation in the Territory; he may of course instruct a Territory solicitor, acting simply as agent for his client.  Likewise,  a Territory solicitor cannot conduct Territory litigation as agent for an unqualified interstate solicitor as principal solicitor. In such a situation, the Territory solicitor
must, as a matter of law and of necessity, be the	solicitor
on the record, responsible for the conduct of the Territory litigation, and also principal solicitor to the client in relation to the litigation.  That is what the Act requires. It is the position which should have obtained here. Manifestly, it did not.

The Master considered (as he had in February) that if a solicitor purported  to act as	agent	for	an	unqualified
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person as principal solicitor, neither that person's costs nor the solicitor-agent's costs could be recovered on taxation. For that proposition he relied on Re Sweeting (supra) a decision which followed Fowler (supra) in its
approach to s.12 of the Solicitors Act 1874 (Imp.). I dealt with this earlier.


He considered that WK were entitled to recover their fees from Dawsons for professional work they had done, but that entitlement did not affect the question whether Dawsons could in turn recover its costs and disbursements (including WK's fees) on taxation. I have expressed my views on this conclusion at p.14.

In	the	result	the	Master affirmed his decision of
24 February 1989. I now turn to the case as argued in this Court.




The plaintiff's submissions


Mr Mildren QC for TNT submitted that until the Act came into force on 1 July 1974 the right of interstate lawyers to practise law in the Territory rested upon s.55D(l) of the Judiciary Act (C'th). He informed the Court that the practice until 1974 had been that the name of the principal solicitors from interstate, thereby entitled to








practise in	Court
 
in the Territory, was recorded on the papers filed in	an	action	as	the	solicitors	for	their
client-party,	while their Darwin agent was recorded thereon
as agent. This practice continued, apparently by force of inertia, though incorrectly, after the Act came into force, since it is clear that after 1 July 1974 interstate solicitors not on the Territory Roll created under the Act were no longer entitled to practise law in the Territory. Dawsons were in that category; they are simply a firm of foreign solicitors as far as the Territory is  concerned. Mr Mildren rightly conceded therefore that Dawsons' name should not have appeared on the backsheets of the papers filed in Court in this action. I consider that in the light of this historical explanation, little weight is to be attributed to the description on the backsheet.



	Should a fictional approach be adopted?



Relying on  McCullie v Butler (supra)  at  p.313,  Mr Mildren submitted that Dawsons should be treated simply as the foreign solicitors-agents of WK, the solicitors on the record, and Dawsons' charges were properly taxable as WK's disbursements. That is the correct approach to fees charged by a lawyer employed in foreign jurisdiction; McCullie (supra) illustrates it. In McCullie (supra) the litigation had been conducted in England by English










solicitors, but solicitors in Scotland were also involved for the plaintiff. In reviewing the taxation of the plaintiff's Bill of Costs, Diplock J (as he then was) observed at p.313:-


an
	the position is a little complicated by the fact that		the		Scottish		solicitors,		and,		indeed,		the applicants [the English	solicitors]		in			this		case, apparently			regarded		their	position		as		being			the principals, of whom the applicants			were			the	agent, which		is		a complete reversal of the true situation. Accordingly, they rendered their	bill		to		the		next friend of the plaintiff, and on reading their bill it is quite	apparent	that		they	were	putting in ordinary bill as if they were the solicitors having conduct of the action and not acting merely as agents for the applicants for the services required to be done by the professional agent in Scotland." (emphasis mine)



His Lordship then gave some illustrations of this error by the Scottish solicitors, including an item they had charged for as "Instructions for Brief", as to which his Lordship observed that the (English) law involved was "a law which so far as they were concerned was foreign law''. So it is in principle with Northern Territory law, as.far as Dawsons are concerned. His Lordship continued at p.314:-

"It is quite evident, therefore, that there are a number of items in that account which are quite inappropriate to the proper position of the Scottish solicitors in this case, namely, as professional agents doing in Scotland on the instructions of the English solicitors those things which were reasonable and necessary to be done in Scotland for the preparation of the case." (emphasis mine)








As to this submission I consider that	the in	McCullie	(supra) is clearly_distinguishable. English	solicitors,	who	had	the	sole	conduct
 situation There the of	the
litigation, instructed Scottish lawyers to do various things connected with the litigation, because the plaintiff and others had moved  to Scotland.  Here it seems that TNT and its documents were in NSW, not the Territory; Dawsons, however, (the foreign lawyers) admittedly had the conduct of the litigation in the Territory throughout. That  was  not the case  in McCullie.  I note that Diplock J also observed in McCullie (supra) that it was not a case of one solicitor acting as agent for another because such an agency could operate only as between solicitors practising in the same jurisdiction. The Scottish solicitors were simply foreign agents, as were Dawsons, here.

Mr Mildren submitted that the guiding rule in the taxation of costs was Order 64  Rule 54, which provided for all "nece&sarv and proper" costs, charges and expenses to be
allowed. That is of course correct.  Mr Mildren submitted that the approach adopted in Mitchell v Mitchell (1971) 19 FLR  100  should  be  followed.   In  that  case  a  firm of
Tasmanian solicitors were solicitors on the record. They had been instructed by a firm of Queensland solicitors to appear for the client. It was contended on taxation that no costs could be allowed in respect of a Bill of Costs drawn by the Queensland solicitors, because they were not on the
29
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record and only the Bill of Costs of the solicitor on the record could be taxed. Neasey J held that this submission was misconceived, in light of the Tasmanian equivalent of Order 64 Rule 54. I respectfully agree. In that case, it seems clear that the Tasmanian solicitors had the actual carriage of the divorce proceedings in Tasmania as well as being the solicitors on the record. The Queensland
solicitors were clearly simply foreign	professional	agents
for the Tasmanian principal, in relation to the Tasmanian proceedings. The only question was whether the costs which the client had incurred with the Queensland solicitors were "necessary and proper" in terms of the costs Rule,  and  the
taxing	officer	had	correctly	held	that	they	were.	I
consider that the situation was similar to that in McCullie (supra) and different to the situation here, where the foreign agents (Dawsons) had the carriage of the action.

Mr Mildren submitted that courts do not enquire as to which of 2 firms of solicitors involved are the principal solicitors and which the agent, but accept that the solicitors on the record are the principal solicitors. That is to say, it is to be taken that the solicitor on  the record is the solicitor who has been retained by the client, and who has had the conduct of the  action.  Mr Mildren relied on Tabruby Pty Ltd v Bain Refco Commodities Ltd (unreported decision, Deputy Registrar of the Supreme Court of the Australian Capital Territory, February 1988). The
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record		and	only	the Bill of Costs of the solicitor on the record  could be taxed.	Neasey J held that		this	submission was	misconceived,		in	light of the Tasmanian equivalent of Order 64		Rule 54.	I respectfully agree.	In that		case,	it seems		clear		that		the		Tasmanian solicitors had the actual carriage of the divorce proceedings in Tasrr.ania as		well	as being			the		solicitors			on	the	record.			The	Queensland solicitors  were  clearly simply foreign	professional		agents for	the			Tasmanian			principal, in relation to the Tasrr.anian proceedings. The only question  was whether the costs  which the client had incurred with the Queensland solicitors were "necessary and proper" in terms of the costs Rule, and the taxing officer had correctly  held  that  they  were.  I  consider that the situation was similar to that in McCullie (su;:,ra) and different to  the  situation  here, where the fore igr. a ger.t s ( Da;.·sons) had the carriage of the actior,.

}'r	Y.ilC.:-e:-.	E'..:.l:::-1tted    tf.ct	courts   do not enq-.1ire  aE=	to
- .icf. of 2 ::.:i::- c: solicitc,rs invc:veC  are  thE:  p:-.:nc.::..pal  solicito=s  hie  the  ase t,  b t   accept  th    thE: solicito=s o tte record are the principal solicitors. That is tc say, it is to be taken that the solicitor on the record is the solicitor who has been retained by the client,
and who has had the conduct of the action. Mr Mildren relied on Tabruby Pty Ltd v Bain Refco Commodities Ltd (unreported decision, Deputy Registrar of the Supreme Court of  the  Australian  Capital Territory, February 1988). The

factual situation there was apparently similar to the situation in this case. The Bill of  Costs consisted of a Bill by Canberra solicitors, and a Bill by N.S.W. solicitors. The plaintiff claimed the costs of the N.S.W.
solicitors under a Rule of Court providing for the charging  for legal work done "by a lawyer practising in a place"  outside the A.C.T. That is a provisior, corru:-only founc: in court. Rules; see for example, Rule 63.42 in the current Supreme Court Rules, which is distinct  from  the  provision for agency work in  Rule  63.40.  That is to be expected,  since solicitor-agency connotes a relationship between practitioners practising in the  same  jurisdiction,  as Diplock J pointed out in McCullie (supra}.  It was  conceded  in Tabruby  (supra}  that  in reality the N.S.W. solicitors (not adr..itted to practise in the A.C.T.) were the principal solicitors, as Dawsons  were in this case.  In Tabruby  the nar;-,e    cf       the:    .S.\oi'.   s licitors    \oias       orJ      the         backs:Jeets,    c.s
here. The plaintiff argued that "the fiction of Canberra solicitors :s a lege: fiction endorsed by the Co rt". The Deput:.,· Req.istrar co cluded ttat not ithsta ting hich solicitor did what w=rk, the Canberra solicitors "can and must be thE solicitors on the record and therefore the principal solicitors". He proceeded to tax the Bill  of costs of the New South Wales solicitors as disbursements incurred by the -Canberra solicitors.It does not clearly appear which firm of solicitors had the conduct of the action, though presumably it was the N.S.W. solicitors. If







that
its
 
were	ao, I am unable to accept that that reality, and
conseguences,	could	or	should	be	ignored	in	this

jurisdiction, when it comes to the taxation of costs, by reliance upon a legal fiction. To do so, it seems to me, would set at naught the provisions of the Act, and place at risk the protection of the public with which the Act is concerned.

In shcrt, since it was admitted before the Master that Dawsons were the principal solicitors for TNT and had the carriage of the action, with \', acting as their Territory agent, I do not consider that that admitted reality  can  or  should  be  brushed  aside, so as to treat
Dawsor.s as simply	the	foreign	agent	of	WY,	and	w:K	as
so:icitors having the carriage of the action.




i t )	The territorial reach of s.22(41 cf the Act


2.n	t :e	clteY-na.tive     Mr     M.ilCre1i      s1.2 :;-i  ted		thc."C.	it	CiG net r,atter if 1',T ,,ere not regarded as p::-incipal		solicitors, since	the		Act does not have extra-territorial effect.	The argurr,ent ran the t s.22( 4)	of	the	Act	does	not	preclude
.1-!r Davis	who	was a •1egal practitioner" in terms of the
Act - from receiving from his client TNT in New South Wales costs earned by Dawsons for legal work in relation to this litigation,  carried  out  in New South Wales.    Mr Mildren









noted	that	other	sub-sections in s.22 of the Act used the limiting words "in the Territory•; he conceded that	neither Mr Davis		nor Mr Conley could recover professional costs for legal work they carried out in relation to this		litigation, in	the			Territory.		I		do		not	accept this submission.		I consider that costs cannot	be	recovered		for	professional work			carried	out		by		Mr Davis,		an			uncertificated practitioner, in "getting up" a case heard		in		this		Court, irrespective		of	whether he carried out that work inside or outside the Territory.		I accept that	since		Mr Conley	was never a  "legal  practitioner• in terms of the Act, s.22 ( 4)  has no application to hi.In at all.

I note that entry of a person's name on the Roll of Legal Practitioners following acm.iss ion, is one prereguisite to p:::-actising la.,.- in the Territory as a solicitor. The other is the possession of a current practising certificate.
One concern of the Act is • with entitlement to practise as	a
so!icitor in the Territory. Legal practitioners possessin practising certificates have the statutory exclusive right under the Act to practise la.., in the Territory as solicitors. This is for the protection of the public; such practitioners are required, for example, to have their trust accounts audited, to contribute the to Fidelity Fund, to carry professional indemnity insurance, and they are subject to the discipline of the statu ory Complaints Committee and the Court. I consider that the observations by Wallace Jon







the Lecal Practitioners Act 1893 (WA) in the Australian Dredging case (supra) at p.239 are equally applicable to the Act:-


•whilst its effect may be to create a monopoly in the hands of those involved in the administration of the law ... the clear purpose thereof is to serve the public interest by establishing and maintaining standards of learning and conduct necessarv to be admitted to practise and to continue to so practise. Hence the disciplinary power in the Supre e Court which is exercised in a supervisory capacity.•


Mr Y.ildren submitted that it was incorrect  to ap;:oroach the questions in issue by seeking to deter:mine the proper law of the contract between hT and Dawsons; in his subcission that question was irrelevant. I note that it had arisen as a result of TKT's sub;;-.i ssions tc the Master, on his review.   I   accept the submission.   I   also accept that it is clear that if a Territory firm of solicitors engages ar, interst2te fir as its foreign pro essional age t to perfor
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=o er c arges cf the interstate firrr  ere taxable as a	ite
.::-i   thE:   7·tr r   i  t  or  :•/  1   S   firrr.'s  C:sbursemer;ts,  ar;d   the    p!'ope:r   la¥t· of their contract is irrelevant. That was not the factual situation here.

Mr Mildren submitted that what was required to be determined was whether in this action there was a person who carried out legal work in the Territory without possessing a



certificate to practise law in the Territory, I do not  accept this formulation, in so far as it is restricted to examining whether the legal work was carried out in the Territory.

Mr Mildren noted that there was no evidence before the Master and no ::inding by him, in relation to the application to this case of ss.131 and 132 of the Act, which deal with offences by unqualified persons. Further, in his submission, those provisions do not apply to acts done outside the Territory; for example, to the drawing up in New South Wales of affidavits to be used in a Territory proceeding.  Mr Mildren relied on  Freehold Land Investments v Queensland Estates Pty Ltd  (1970)  123  CLR 418.  In that case the majority in the High Court emphasized that, in general, a statute of a State is not intended to have extra
territorial operation, being ordinarily limited to what is done ir. that State. I consider that no question of offences under the Act has been raised. ]t cannot be suggested that any o::fence is corr.rr.itted  whe:::..,  adopting the 1,:ords of
Diplock J   in McCullie (sl.{.pra) at p.314, 5    -pff' fessional agent
does interstatB or. the instructions of Territory solicitors those things which are reasonable and necessary to be done interstate for the preparation of the Territory case. That was not the factual situation here; Dawsons admittedly were not acting under the instructions of WK.







Mr Mildren submitted that the meaning of s.22(4) of the Act was clear, and that the reason why persons who were not legal practitioners could not recover professional costs for legal work in the Territory was because ss.131 and 132 made it illegal for them to do the work; they could not recover fees for work which it was illegal for the to do.  On this approach, s.22(4) was confined in its operation to
legal practitioners who lacked a practising certificate.	I
indicated earlier that I take that view of s.22(4).  A person who is not a legal practitioner as defined in s.6 of the Act cannot recover in this Court costs for professional work he does any,.;here, in connection with litigation in this court of which he has the conduct, because he lacks lawful authority to conduct such litigation; the situation is quite different when he is not conducting the litigation, but acting as professional agent on the ir.structions of a Territory solicitor.

r Mildren s\:.!:>::-.itteC ttct the de:-isio in i. £tralian Dredcinc (supra) sho ld eit er be distinguishe= on its facts, or trected as wrongly decidec. It is, I tnink, distinguishable, since it turned upon the interpretation of particular Rules.

Relying	on	Guss v Veenhuizen	(1976)		136		CLR	4 7, Mr Mildren submitted that a solicitor not on	the	Territory Roll	could	recover		as	disbursements		fees he had paid to

counsel whose name was on the Roll. I note that in  that case the solicitor was himself party to the proceedings, and the fact that he was not on the High Court Roll was due  to an error by  a  Court officer.  The case is distinguishable for those reasons.


Mr Mildren submitted that there is no legal rule in the Territory  preventing a barrister, admitted to practise in the Territory from accepting a brief frorr, an unqualified person. That is, I think, correct; the position in the Territory accords .,.ith that in Victoria as to which Mason and Murphy JJ said in Guss v Veenhuizen (supra) at p.60:-

"To		the		extent	to	which		the decision [in Kenna v Conolly [1943) 17 ALJ 32] denies the right to recover disbursements		in respect of counsel's fees we do not think that			it		should			be		followed	in	this	case. Without expressing any view as to the position in New South Wales it is enough for us to say that	although in Victoria there is a practice that counsel will not accept instructions fror.. Un(2Ualified persons		to		act for			ther.			there is no legal prohibition against a unqualifieC  peyson instructing  ccur.sel to appear		fo= hirr..				In		delivering		a		brief		to ser.ior ar.d jur:ior counse:;_		to		appear	for hir..		the	ap;:iellar:t		was exercising a legal right not denied to hi.rr by law and on	this			ground he is entitled to recover disbursernenLs for counsels fees, notwithstanding that counsel accepted the brief in ignorance of the appellant's lack of entitler.ent to practise in the High Court." (emphasis mine)


It followed, in Mr Mildren's submission, that at the very least TNT was entitled to recover the disbursements which Dawsons had made. I do not accept this submission; Guss v







Veenhuizen	(supra) is distinguishable, in that it concerned the rights of a   litigant in person.	Section	22(4)	of	the
Act	operates disbursements
 so		as	to	prevent	Dawsons		recovering from	TNT,	and	thus	TNT	from	Interstate,
subject	to	the	qualification as to monies already paid by

TNT to Dawsons, on account of costs and disbursements.


Mr Mildren subrritted that the question of agency did not arise in this case, because ft as solicitor or. the record was ipso facto to be treated as the principal solicitor, even if this was a fiction. I do not accept that submission, for the purpose of the taxation of costs, for the reasons mentioned when discussing the Master's decision of 7 Septer.-.ber.

Mr Mildren subrr,itted that there was in any event privity of contract betw<:en \\T and Tt,T, on the i::-cesis tha': the facts disclosed an intention to create the relationshi?
of princi?al and agent between TNT and KK. He rel:ed on an affida\"it i::y t'.r Alderson of v,K and observations of the Cou:ct of  Appeal  in  De Bussche v Alt   (1877-76)      6     Ch.D. 286   at
pp.310-311. I reject that submission or. the facts.







The second defendant's aubmissions


Mr Riley QC for Interstate submitted that the Master had rightly found that Dawsons by conducting this litigation were in effect practising law in the Territory without any entitlement to do so. Dawsons therefore fell within the prohibition in s.22(4), which extended to all le?al  work they performed in connection with this litigation, whether within or outside the Territory,  as  neither  Mr Davis  nor u Conley  held  a practising certificate.  Mr Riley set out in sone detail the professional work which    and  Dawsons had respectively done, in relation to this litigation. This was not controverted in any way; it makes it clear - though it was already clear  from  the  Bill  of  Costs  and the sub issions before the Master - that Dawsons had the co duct
of	the	litigation,	and	WK	played a very minor part.	In

,u•ar
 F"J. le"'s	sub •i•. ·ssi·on ,
 Terri"tory-
 lec;-"--1	..- ,--k
 ,....,c-c	t-  c	be

carried out by a practitioner possessing a Territory practising certificate; this inclucec the getting u; for trial of litigation in the Territory.

In	general,	I	accept	these	sub issions,	for the reasons earlier set out.

Mr Riley submitted that	Australian Dredging	(supra)

was	authority	for legal		practitioner
 the proposition that a non-certificated could	not	recover	his	costs	in







circumstances	auch		as	obtained	in	this submission that case should be	followed. indicated	that	I	consider	the	decision interpretation of the West Australian Rules.
 case. In  his I have already turned upon the


He submitted that Fowler (supra) and later cases showed that the award of costs is an indeffinity and the losing party can take advantage of an inability on the part of the successful party's solicitor to recover his costs. I have indicated earlier my view that Fowler (supra) turned upon a statutory provision significantly different  to s.22(4) of the Act, and is distinguishable on that ground.

Be   submitted	that	WR	was	the	admitted	agent	of

Dawsor.s	which	had	incurred payment of WK's fees, and the
 and	was	responsible for the fees		of	counsel;	and	that
there	,,cs	no	privity	of 2ccept these submissions.
 contract betwee:-. 'c'!;: cr,d lfK.	I




Conclusions




length,
 It	is		unnecessary	to	express	my	conclusions	at in	view	of	the earlier discussion of the various
points.







Briefly, then, TNT instructed Dawsons as its solicitors with respect to this litigation in the Territory. Since no member of Dawsons held a Territory practising certificate, that firm was legally incompetent to conduct
litigation in the territory. Quite properly, they engaged WR. Thereafter, however, their relationship with fto/- was not as is required. h , though solicitors on the record, did not have the carriage of the action as they should have. The Court looks only to the solicitor on the record, as far as  responsibility for  the  conduct  of the litigation is
concerned: that does not affect the reality of  the situation, when it comes to a  matter  of taxing costs. Dawsons in fact had the carriage of the action, and the respective solicitors proceeded on the incorrect basis of Dawsons (as principal solicitors) and h (as agent).

No costs are recoverable by TK c taxation for professional work carried out by r Conley in co nection
with	this	litigation,	whether	in 1ae	or Tf:rritory.
 outside	the

The same position obtains in relation to Mr Davis, with the important practical rider that any monies paid by TNT to Dawsons prior to taxation, on account of Dawsons' costs and disbursements in getting up the case (including counsels' fees and WK's costs) are recoverable, if taxed and
allowed.







The appropriate order is that the Master now proceed to tax the plaintiff's Bill of Costs, in accordance with the law as stated herein. I think it is appropriate to reserve the question of the costs of this application and of the hearings before the Master thus far, until the outcome of  the taxation of the Bill is ascertained.

Orders accordingly.
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